
Drill not 
included

Buff’n Polish Combo Pack
Flitz Metal Polish formula cleans and polishes brass, copper, silverplate, sterling,
chrome, stainless steel, nickel, bronze, solid gold, aluminum, anodized aluminum,
pewter and factory hot gun gluing. It removes tarnish, rust, water stains, heat 
discoloration, oxidation, and fingerprints. Ship. wt. 1 lb.

Polish Features:
Non-abrasive
Non-toxic
Non-flammable
Contains no ammonia
Environmentally friendly
Provides tough & durable protection

Buff’n Polish Ball Features:
Made with soft Italian viscose fiber
Buffs hard-to-reach areas in seconds
Fits all drills, air tools
Superior performance on textured surfaces
Machine washable
Reusable

BC129 Buff’n Polish Combo Pack $35.95

Emergency Vehicle Reflective Striping
For improved visibility and a more professional look to all your 
emergency vehicles. Reflective striping with pressure-sensitive adhesive
backing. Comes in 150' rolls so you can cut to size depending on the
area of coverage. Easy-to-install. Comes standard in white. Ship. wt. 5 lbs.

Cat# 1" 2" 3" 4" 6"
AZ467 Red Striping $61.95 $122.95 $183.95 N/A N/A
AZ469 White Striping $61.95 $122.95 $183.95 $245.95 $367.95

This large 17"x27" drying cloth soaks
up large volumes of water and other
liquids quickly. The soft, absorbent
material will not scratch or leave lint. It
dries quicker and easier than chamois
or any other towel you can find. 
Ship. wt. 1 lb.

Fireman’s Friend Drying Cloth

T235 Fireman's Friend $12.95
Case of 6 $9.95/ea.

How to Choose the Right Flag Size
To determine the most effective size flag for your flagpole: the
length of the flag should be approximately equal to one-fourth
of the height of the pole above the ground. For example, the
recommended size flag for a 40' pole is a 6'x10' flag.

Nylon Flags

L897 3'x5' Nylon U.S. Flag  $22.95
L898  4'x6' Nylon U.S. Flag  $29.95
L899 5'x8' Nylon U.S. Flag  $44.95
L899A  6'x10' Nylon U.S. Flag  $64.95
L900  8'x12' Nylon U.S. Flag  $127.95
L901 10'x15' Nylon U.S. Flag  $200.95
L901A  12'x18' Nylon U.S. Flag  $295.95

Offers the combination of beauty and long-life for every purpose. The 100% nylon material provides
a rich, lustrous appearance. Because of the superior strength-to-weight ratio, Dura-Lite flags have
superb wearing strength, yet are so light, they fly in even the slightest breeze. These quality flags
have individually embroidered or sewed stars. Stripes are carefully sewn together with a special
thread, using a lock stitch for long life. All flags are finished with a strong, polyester canvas 
heading and spur-type brass grommets. Larger sizes have roped headings with galvanized 
metal thimbles.    

AL233 Sliding Pole Landing Mat $280.95
S888A Brass Sliding Pole Call your Darley representative for pricing

No fire station equipped with a sliding pole should be without a landing mat. It’s 2" thick 
foam pad with unicell construction which helps cushion landings. Measures approximately 32" in
diameter with a 31/2" center hole. The materials are similar to those used in marine applications
and as such are impervious to oils and will resist dry rot. Installs by sliding over top of station pole.
Also available for larger or smaller diameter poles. Ship. wt. 10 lbs.

Sliding Pole Landing Mat
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